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Fuddy Meers (Comedy) Claire has a rare form of psychogenic amnesia that erases her memory whenever she 
goes to sleep. This morning, like all mornings, she wakes up a blank slate. Her chipper husband, Richard, comes 
in with a cup of coffee, explains her condition, hands her a book filled with all sorts of essential information, and 
he disappears into the shower. A limping, lisping, half-blind, half-deaf man in a ski mask, pops out from under 
her bed, claiming to be her brother, there to save her. Claire's info book is quickly discarded, and she's hustled 
off to the country-house of her mother, Gertie, a recent stroke victim whose speech has been reduced to utter 
gibberish. Complications ensue as a dimwitted thug with a foul-mouthed hand puppet pops up along with her 
doting husband, perpetually stoned son, and a claustrophobic lady-cop that they've kidnapped. Every twist and 
turn in this funhouse plot brings Claire closer to revealing her past life and everything she thought she'd 
forgotten. It's one harrowing and hilarious turn after another on this roller coaster ride to decipher the fragments 
of Claire’s life. This poignant and brutal new comedy traces one woman's attempt to regain her memory while 
surrounded by a curio-cabinet of alarmingly bizarre characters. 
 

Disclaimer: 
This play is for mature audiences and includes the use of strong language as well as the open discussion of 

domestic violence and drug abuse. 
 

Richard (M): Claire’s doting husband with a notorious and mysterious past. He is chatty, friendly, and 
occasionally nervous. He met Claire in the hospital, and convinced her to marry him despite her amnesia. 
He cares deeply for Claire and Kenny though he has no idea how to handle their lives together. Despite 
his tender disposition, fights to keep his family together. **Uses strong language. 

 

Limping Man/Phil (M): A limping, lisping, half-deaf, half-blind man, clearly harboring many secrets, that is 
masquerading as Claire’s brother. His intentions are undisclosed, and his motivations seem to change 
with every new development. By the end of the play, it is revealed that he is Claire’s abusive, controlling 
ex-husband, Phil, escaped from prison in the hopes to win her back. **Uses strong language. 

 
Kenny (M): Claire and Phil’s teenage son. He is a classic “troubled teen.” The only thing he enjoys more than 

arguing with Richard is smoking marijuana. Underneath his argumentative, rebellious behavior, he loves 
and misses his mother above all things, wishing more than anything for her to remember the whole story. 
Ultimately it is Kenny that is unafraid to guide Claire back to her true self. **Uses strong language. 

 

Millet (M): An escaped convict, fleeing police. He is an odd man with a seedy past as well as an affection for 
taking what does not belong to him. Millet is overall rather polite; however, his best friend, a sock puppet 
named Binky who happens to be affixed to Millet’s arm, is a foul-mouthed individual with neither filter 
nor manners. Millet intends to be Phil’s accomplice though he tends to complicate more situations than 
he assists. **Uses strong language. 

 

Claire (F): The woman pulling all of our characters together today. She is an optimistic woman with amnesia. 
Having no memory of her own, she happily believes the “facts” others tell her about her life. Despite her 
sunny outlook, she exhibits signs of a darker identity, and Claire carries an undercurrent of confusion 
and dread which the audience experiences along with her through the recurrence of funhouse music. 

 

Gertie (F): Claire’s loving mother. She is a quick-witted woman whose speech has been reduced to bewildering 
gibberish due to a recent stroke; however, this never stops her from a conversation or interjection. She is 
wily, discerning, and she will do whatever it takes to keep her family safe. 

 

Heidi (F): An escaped convict, masquerading as a police officer. She is rough around the edges, feisty, and more 
than anything claustrophobic. She is Phil’s girlfriend from prison who has engineered their escape to 
Canada. Operating under the belief she is helping Phil say “goodbye” to Claire, she quickly becomes a 
woman-scorned when Phil’s true intentions are revealed. **Uses strong language. 


